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Abstract: Large-scale genome rearrangement frequently underlies adaptive evolution of 

eukaryotic cell lineages, including new species and proliferating tumors.  We studied in real time 

and at single gene resolution large-scale changes in genome architecture and changes in 

physiological performance as extant and newly-formed yeast species evolved for 200 generations 

under inorganic nitrogen limitation. Clamped homogeneous electric field (CHEF) analysis of 

whole chromosomes combined with array-based Comparative Genomic Hybridization revealed 

no large-scale chromosomal rearrangements in replicate populations founded by Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae and S. bayanus and few among populations founded by their F1 interspecific hybrid.  

Among those few, however, were similar non-reciprocal translocations that occurred in all F1 

populations, resulting in a chimaeric MEP2 genes encoding a high-affinity ammonium permease 

that is likely adaptive under NH4
+ limitation.  Replicate populations founded by each of three 

genetically-distinct F2 hybrids underwent continuous change in chromosome number and size, as 

seen by CHEF analysis.  Fewer changes were noted by aCGH, indicating that some chromosome 

size changes were copy neutral, and/or involved copy number changes in repeated elements not 

assayed by aCGH.  F2 hybrids trended towards euploidy, and depending on their initial genome 
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content, did so by either segregating out supernumerary chromosomes, forming true haploids or, 

by diploidization, forming true diploids.  Evolution in ancestral species and F1 hybrids resulted 

in limited fitness changes, measured as cell yield, compared to F2 hybrids where yield increased 

two- to three-fold.  Genome stability and limited fitness gains in S. cerevisiae, S. bayanus and F1 

species evolving under nitrogen limitation contrast with yeast evolving under carbon limitation, 

and suggest that for nitrogen utilization these species may be near an adaptive peak and have 

limited scope for selection.  Genome instability and large increases in fitness observed among 

their F2 progeny are attributable in part to changes in genome architecture that enable cells to 

more efficiently progress through the cell cycle and help maintain proper protein stoichiometry. 
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